DUE TO ONE PLANT CLOSURE, ASSETS OF BERRY PLASTICS PACKAGING DE MÉXICO COMPLETE PLASTIC FILM AND PLASTIC BAGS FACILITY

WEBCAST / ONSITE AUCTION
MARCH 8TH • 10AM LOCAL TIME

PREVIEW: February 26TH to March 7TH • 10am - 4pm
LOCATION: Naucalpan de Juárez, Estado de México. México
WEBCAST / ONSITE AUCTION
MARCH 8TH • 10am, (local time)

AUCTION LOCATION
LUGAR DE LA SUBASTA:

PREVIEW BY APPOINTMENT
INSPECCIÓN FÍSICA PREVIA CITA
February 26th to March 7th • 10am - 4pm

PREVIEW LOCATION
LUGAR DE INSPECCIÓN

GUARANTEE
GARANTÍA DE SERIEDAD
All bidders will be required to submit a deposit in the amount of US$1,000 FOR SMALL LOTS and US$15,000 FOR LARGE EQUIPMENT. Bidders will receive wire transfer instructions for deposit upon completing registration and will not be approved to bid until deposit is received.

Todos los participantes deberán presentar una garantía de seriedad de acuerdo a lo indicado en el catálogo publicado.-

- US$1,000 DÓLARES AMERICANOS
  para equipos menores
- US$15,000 DÓLARES AMERICANOS
  para los lotes de maquinaria

Los interesados podrán presentar su garantía de seriedad el día de la subasta mediante cheque certificado o de caja a nombre de Gestión Hilco Acetec S. de R.L. de C.V.

DOLLARS BANK ACCOUNT
Beneficiary: Gestión Hilco Acetec, S. de R.L. de C.V.
Bank: Banco Nacional De Mexico S.A. (Banamex)
Account Number: 9273133
Branch: 268
Swift: BNMXMXMM
Clabe: 002180026892731337

DATOS DE LA CUENTA BANCARIA
Beneficiario: Gestión Hilco Acetec S. de R.L. de C.V.
Banco: Banamex
Cuenta: 6809172
Sucursal: 7009
Clabe: 002180700968091722

FURTHER INFORMATION
• A 18% buyer’s premium will be charged on all assets
• Assets that are sold to buyers located outside of Mexico will not be subject to IVA tax
• Buyers will be required to provide proof of any applicable exemption from IVA tax

INFORMACIÓN IMPORTANTE
• La prima al comprador del 18% será cargado a todos los bienes adquiridos
• Todos los bienes que sean adquiridos por compradores ubicados en México, estarán sujetos a la tasa del 16% del IVA
• Los bienes que sean adquiridos por compradores que se encuentren fuera de México, no serán sujetos al impuesto del IVA. En este caso, es requisito que los compradores lleven los bienes fuera de México
• Los compradores deberán presentar la documentación que sustente la exención de pago del IVA si fuera el caso

* CUSTOMER SERVICE

ENGLISH CONTACT Customer Support John Rueda / john.rueda@liquidityservices.com / +1 281 382 4002 (mobile)
SALE CONTACT / CONTACTO Carlos Gutiérrez / cgutierrez@hilcoglobal.mx / México: 55 5980 8292 / International: +52 55 5980 8292
DEPOSITS / GARANTÍAS Violeta Sandin vsandin@hilcoglobal.mx / Alejandro Rivera arivera@hilcoglobal.mx

Subastas, ventas y liquidaciones • www.hilcoacetec.com •
LOT 99: CAST LINE PROFILE, UNIT IN WORKING CONDITIONS, CONSISTING OF 3 HYDRACLAIME GRAVIMETRIC BATCH BLENDERS, 6EA MINOR AND MAJOR COMPONENT HOPPERS, 2 HYDRACLAIM RECYCLE HOPPER, 1 NRM EXTRUDER, 150 HP, 3.5IN 28:1 BARRIER MEDIUM SHEAR SCREW WITH MADDOX MIXER AT HEAD, COLMONOY 56, SIX ZONES WATER COOLED, EGAN GEARBOX 14.1:1, BERLING SCREEN CHANGER, HYDRAULIC SLIDE 5 1/16IN, 1 EGAN EXTRUDER, 200 HP, 4.5IN 28:1 BARRIER SCREW MEDIUM SHEAR WITH MADDOX MIXER AT HEAD, COLMONOY 56, SIX ZONES WATER COOLED, EGAN GEARBOX 14.1:1, BERLING SCREEN CHANGER, HYDRAULIC SLIDE TYPE 5 1/16IN DIA, 1 EGAN EXTRUDER, 200 HP, 4.5IN 28:1 BARRIER MEDIUM SHEAR SCREW WITH MADDOX MIXER AT HEAD, COLMONOY 56, SIX ZONES WATER COOLED, EGAN GEARBOX 14.1:1, BERLING SCREEN CHANGER, HYDRAULIC SLIDE TYPE 5 1/16IN DIA, EDI 92IN PRIMARY DIE, 0.030 DIE GAP, EXTERNAL DECKLESS ONLY, 7 HEAT ZONES, SANO TREATTER STATION, SANO WINDER, TURRET/CENTER WIND TYPE, 80IN MAXIMUM FINISHED WIDTH, 12IN MINIMUM SLIT WIDTH, 36IN X 104IN LIFTING TABLE, PROCESS CONTROL 40HP FLUFF GRINDER.

LOT 100: CAST LINE PROFILE, UNIT IN WORKING CONDITIONS, CONSISTING OF 3 HYDRACLAIME GRAVIMETRIC BATCH BLENDERS, 6EA MINOR AND MAJOR COMPONENT HOPPERS, 2 HYDRACLAIM RECYCLE HOPPER, 1 EGAN EXTRUDER, 200 HP, 3.5IN 28:1 BARRIER MEDIUM SHEAR SCREW WITH MADDOX MIXER AT HEAD, COLMONOY 56, SIX ZONES WATER COOLED, EGAN GEARBOX 17.2:1, BERLING SCREEN CHANGER, SLIDE 3.5IN DIA, 1 EGAN EXTRUDER, 300 HP, 4.5IN 28:1 BARRIER SCREW MEDIUM SHEAR WITH MADDOX MIXER AT HEAD, COLMONOY 56, SIX ZONES WATER COOLED, EGAN GEARBOX 14.1:1, BERLING SCREEN CHANGER, SLIDE TYPE 4.5IN DIA, 1 EGAN EXTRUDER, 300 HP, 4.5IN 28:1 BARRIER MEDIUM SHEAR SCREW WITH MADDOX MIXER AT HEAD, COLMONOY 56, SIX ZONES WATER COOLED, EGAN GEARBOX 14.1:1, BERLING SCREEN CHANGER, SLIDE TYPE 4.5IN DIA, EDI 120IN PRIMARY DIE, 0.040 DIE GAP, 20IN INTERNAL DECKLESS, 9 HEAT ZONES, SHERMAN TREATTER STATION, MEASUREK MX OPEN MCS GAUGING SYSTEM, BLACK CLAWSON WINDER, TURRET/CENTER WIND TYPE, 84IN MAXIMUM FINISHED WIDTH, 12IN MINIMUM SLIT WIDTH, 36IN X 104IN LIFTING TABLE, FOREMOST 30HP FLUFF GRINDER.

LOT 101: CAST LINE PROFILE, UNIT IN WORKING CONDITIONS, CONSISTING OF 3 HYDRACLAIME GRAVIMETRIC BATCH BLENDERS, 6EA MINOR AND MAJOR COMPONENT HOPPERS, 2 HYDRACLAIM RECYCLE HOPPER, 1 NRM EXTRUDER, 150 HP, 3.5IN 28:1 BARRIER MEDIUM SHEAR SCREW WITH MADDOX MIXER AT HEAD, COLMONOY 56, SIX ZONES WATER COOLED, NRM GEARBOX 11.21:1, FRAGO SCREEN CHANGER, 6IN 338/37 WITH BACKUP SCREEN, 1 EGAN EXTRUDER, 250 HP, 4.5IN 28:1 BARRIER SCREW MEDIUM SHEAR WITH MADDOX MIXER AT HEAD, COLMONOY 56, SEVEN ZONES WATER COOLED, EGAN GEARBOX, 14.1:1, BERLINSCREEN CHANGER, SLIDE TYPE 4.5IN DIA, 1 EGAN EXTRUDER, 250 HP, 4.5IN 28:1 BARRIER MEDIUM SHEAR SCREW WITH MADDOX MIXER AT HEAD, COLMONOY 56, SEVEN ZONES WATER COOLED, EGAN GEARBOX, 14.1:1, CLOEREN 120IN PRIMARY DIE, 0.40 DIE GAP, 20 IN INTERNAL DECKLESS, 9 HEAT ZONES, CLOEREN 120IN IDS AUTO DIE, SHERMAN TREATTERS LTD, HONEYWELL GAUGING SYSTEM MDL MXPROLINE, BLACK CLAWSON WINDER, TURRET/CENTER WIND TYPE, 84IN MAXIMUM FINISHED WIDTH, 125IN MINIMUM SLIT WIDTH, 36IN X 104IN LIFTING TABLE, PROCESS CONTROL 40HP FLUFF GRINDER.

LOT 102: CAST LINE PROFILE, NOT IN WORKING CONDITIONS, CONSISTING OF 3 HYDRACLAIME GRAVIMETRIC BATCH BLENDERS, 6EA MINOR AND MAJOR COMPONENT HOPPERS, HYDRACLAIM RECYCLE HOPPER, 1 BC EXTRUDER, 400 HP, 6IN 28:1 BARRIER SCREW WITH MADDOX MIXER AT HEAD, COLMONOY 83, SIX ZONES WATER COOLED, LUFKIN GEARBOX 11.29:1, FRAGO SCREEN CHANGER, 6IN 338/37 WITH BACKUP SCREEN, 1 BC EXTRUDER, 150 HP, 3.5IN 28:1 BARRIER SCREW WITH MADDOX MIXER AT HEAD, COLMONOY 83, SIX ZONES WATER COOLED, LUFKIN GEARBOX, 11.29:1, FRAGO SCREEN CHANGER, 3.5IN 132-147, 1 EGAN EXTRUDER, 200 HP, 4.5IN 28:1 BARRIER SCREW WITH MADDOX MIXER AT HEAD, COLMONOY 83, SIX ZONES WATER COOLED, LUFKIN GEARBOX, 11.29:1, 4.5IN 250-400, CLOEREN 112IN DIE, 0.40 DIE GAP, 20 IN INTERNAL DECKLESS, 9 HEAT ZONES, THREE LAYER TYPE, CLOEREN 112IN IDS AUTO DIE, SHERMAN TREATTERS LTD, MDL GX100R TREATHER 440V, HONEYWELL GAUGING SYSTEM MDL MXPROLINE, BLACK CLAWSON WINDER, TURRET/CENTER WIND TYPE, 102IN MAXIMUM FINISHED WIDTH, 12.75IN MINIMUM SLIT WIDTH, 1TON ABBELL-HOWE JJ CRANE WITH DAYTON ELECTRIC HOIST AND CHAIN HOIST, 14FT ARM LENGTH, 36IN X 104IN LIFTING TABLE, 40HP FLUFF GRINDER.
LOT 97: BLOWN LINE PROFILE, OUT OF OPERATION, CONSISTING OF 3 HYDRACLAIM BLENDERS, 5 EA HOPPERS FOR MAJOR AND MINIMUM COMPONENTS, 1 DAVIS STANDARD EXTRUDER, 4.5IN 24:1 DS8-II LOW SHEAR WITH WATER COOLING SCREW, 200HP DRIVE MOTOR, DAVIS STANDARD GEAR BOX 17.38:1, 4.5IN SCREEN CHANGER, LENGTH 9.5IN, DIAMETER 2IN, 2 DAVIS STANDARD EXTRUDERS, 3.5IN 24:1 DS8-II LOW SHEAR WITH WATER COOLING SCREW, 150HP DRIVE MOTOR, DAVIS STANDARD GEAR BOX 17.38:2, 3.5IN SCREEN CHANGER, LENGTH 9.5IN, 1.5IN DIA, ADDEX DUAL LIP AIR RING 24IN DIA, 45FT TOWER AND COLLAPSING FRAME 1IN DIA POLY ROLLERS, 94IN ADDEX OSCILLATING HAUL OFF, 2 CORONA TREATERS MDL YB, 5/N 1, 2 WITH PILLAR POWER SUPPLY, CAPABLE OF TREATING INSIDE AND OUTSIDE OF TUBE, 8IN X 84IN ROLL, KUNDIG GAUGING SYSTEM, MDL KNC-2007167, WITH ROTOMAT TRAVELER MDL G-4002, S/N G-4005, POWER 110/230VAC, 50/60HZ, BLACK CLAWSON SANO SLITTER MDL LN-74RF-400-3HP-STD, S/N J1230-30, YR 1994, 480V/1PH/60HZ/11A, 2 BRAMPTON WINDERS, MDLS TW84ACT GLEOMOS-B AND TW84ACT GLEOMOS-A, S/N 17540-2, YR 2000, POWER 480V/3PH/60HZ/31A, BATTENFLELD GLOCESTER FLUFF GRINDER MDL 1416BP, 20HP, YR 1993, 460V/23.5V, 2.7A, 3PH.

LOT 98: BLOWN LINE PROFILE, OUT OF OPERATION, CONSISTING OF HYDRACLAIM BLENDER MDL 05070, 4 HOPPERS FOR MAJOR AND MINIMUM COMPONENTS, MACRO EXTRUDER, 4.5IN 30:1, BARRIER TYPE SCREW WATER COOLED, 250HP DRIVE MOTOR, LUFKIN GEAR BOX 17.55:1, 4.5IN SCREEN CHANGER, LENGTH 12IN, 14IN MACRO SCREEN PRIMARY DIE, MONO LAYER TYPE, MACRO DUAL LIP AIR RING, 45FT TOWER AND COLLAPSING FRAME 0.75IN DIA POLY ROLLERS, 89IN VERTICAL OSCILLATING HAUL OFF, CORONA DESIGN TREATING MDL VQ, S/N 1 WITH 3.5 KW PILLAR POWER SUPPLY, CAPABLE OF TREATING INSIDE OF TUBE ONLY, 8IN X 89IN ROLL, MACRO DUAL FACE TO FACE WINDERS, 85IN MAXIMUM FINISHED WIDTH, SINGLE CHAMBER FILM GRINDER MDL 812, 15HP, 440V/40A/3PH/60HZ.

LOTS 84 & 85:
LASER MACHINING INC.
MDL CW4502 SLITTER MACHINE, DOM 2002. WITH STANFORD/152 DOCTOR MACHINE.

LOTS 86 & 87:
TITAN MDL SR6 SLITTER REWINDER, MAX WEB WIDTH 1800MM, UNWINDER REEL MAX DIAMETER: 1000 MM, REWINDER REEL MAX DIAMETER: 800 MM

LOTS 74, 75 & 76:
MDC MAX DAETWYLER COOPER ELECTROPLATING MACHINE, MDC CU-MASTER.

LOT 78:
KASPAR WALTER CHROME ELECTROPLATING MACHINE MDL 87N 2.12 000.

LOT 77:
MDC MAX DAETWYLER NICKEL ELECTROPLATING MACHINE MDL COMBI-MASTER.

LOT 79:
MDC MAX DAETWYLER CHROME ELECTROPLATING MACHINE, CR-MASTER.
LOT 82: MDC MAX DAETWYLER POLISHER MACHINE MDL FINISTAR.

LOT 83-A: JM HEAFORD LTT ROTOGRAVURE CILYNDER PROOFING PRESS.

LOT 71: DAETWYLER MDL GRAVOSTAR ENGRAVING MACHINE.

LOT 72: OHIO ELECTRONIC ENGRAVERS INC, MDL M820-JV, ENGRAVING MACHINE.

LOT 94: VALMET MDL ROTOPAK 4000-2, ROTOGRAVURE PRINTING PRESS, DOM 2000, 10 COLOR UNITS

LOT 95: ROTOMEC MDL ROTOPAK 2000-1, ROTOGRAVURE PRINTING PRESS, DOM 1990, 8 COLOR UNITS

LOT 96: ROTOMEC MDL ROTOPAK 326, ROTOGRAVURE PRINTING PRESS, DOM 1975, 4 COLOR UNITS

LOT 113: RO-AN MDL PS-10000-LH BAG MACHINE, DOM 2007

LOT 114: RO-AN MDL PS-9550 BAG MACHINE, DOM 2009

LOT 112: RO-AN MDL PS-10000-W BAG MACHINE, DOM 2006

LOT 111: RO-AN MDL PS-10000-LH BAG MACHINE, DOM 2005

LOT 110: RO-AN MDL 9500 BAG MACHINE, DOM 2000

LOT 109: RO-AN MDL WEBMASTER 10030-14 BAG MACHINE, DOM 2000
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LOT 115: FMC MDL 275W LEFT HAND BAG MACHINE, DOM 1997

LOT 116: FMC MDL 275W RIGHT HAND BAG MACHINE, DOM 1996

LOT 103: PREALPINO MDL TR.105.RL POLYPROPYLENE PELLETIZER SYSTEM. EXTRUDER HAS EIGHT HEATING ZONES, ZONES ARE CURRENTLY RUNNING BETWEEN 170°C AND 250°C, MAIN MOTOR 150HP

POLYETHYLENE PELLET SILOS

LOTS 67-70: PEABODY TECTANK POLYETHYLENE PELLET SILO, DOM SEPT 1995, 6232CU FT, 15FT DIAMETER, 40FT HEIGHT, DESIGNED FOR FUNNEL FLOW LOADS

LOT 48: TARNOW MDL TUJ 50M ENGINE LATHE, DOM 1981

LOT 49: TOS TRENCHIN CHECOSLOVAQUIA MDL SN 40 B ENGINE LATHE

LOT 50: INDUSTRIAS ROMI MDL TORMAX 30B LATHE

ENGINE LATHE

LOT 51: ATLAS COPCO MDL A 90 AIR COMPRESSOR

LOT 52 & 53: SULLAIR MDL 12BS-50H ACAC 24KT AIR COMPRESSOR

LOT 54: QUINCY MDL OSLP100ANA31SC AIR COMPRESSOR

LOT 55: ATLAS COPCO MDL GA 90 / LOT 56: ATLAS COPCO MDL GA 45

AIR DRYERS

LOT 57: ATLAS COPCO MDL FD 260 CSA/6L REFRIGERATED AIR DRYER

LOT 60: ATLAS COPCO MDL FD 120 REFRIGERATED AIR DRYER

LOT 62: FRIOMOLD MDL FMIAS 60 CF LIQUID CHILLER

LOT 65: TRANE MDL RTAA170XG01A1D0BG 170 TON OUTDOOR AIR COOLED CHILLER

CHILLERS
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LOT 122: MYRGGO MDL CM-3150 CONDENSING BOILER, DOM 8-1990, 150HP, FUEL USED NATURAL GAS.

LOT 123-126: 5000 LITER STAINLESS STEEL TANK

LOT 127A: SIEMENS MDL FCII ELECTRIC SUBSTATION, VOLTRAN 2000/2300 KVA TRANSFORMER

LOT 143: OTTOMOTORES 2240KWA DIESEL POWERED GENERATOR

LOT 24: RIDGID MDL 1224 PIPE THREADING MACHINE WITH ACCESSORIES AS SHOWN IN PHOTOS, S/N EB08031A94, POWER 120V/15A/60HZ, APROX 600LBS, DIMENSIONS 60IN LENGTH BY 30IN WIDTH BY 60IN HEIGHT.

LOT 26: ERKCO PH-21T 20 TON HYDRAULIC PRESS, APROX WEIGHT 200LBS, DIMENSIONS 30IN LENGTH BY 30IN WIDTH BY 72IN HEIGHT.

LOT 28: 4EA SHOP EQUIPMENT, TO INCLUDE: 1EA VIMALERT TABLE VISE; 1EA TORILLO TABLE VISE; 1EA PEDESTAL GRINDER.

LOT 29: MILLER MDL MI-250-CA/CD WELDER, 250A, APROX WEIGHT 300LBS, DIMENSIONS 36IN LENGTH BY 24IN WIDTH BY 36IN HEIGHT.

LOT 31: 2 TON SHOP HOIST, DIMENSIONS 60IN LENGTH BY 36IN WIDTH BY 60IN HEIGHT, APROX WEIGHT 250LBS.

LOT 35: 2ea ELECTRIC HOISTS 1TON ea, MOUNTED ON 1 BEAM STRUCTURE, ONLY ONE AXIS MOVEMENT, TRAVEL 7.80M, STRUCTURE DIMENSIONS: SPAM 4.8M, LENGT 8.00M, HEIGHT 3.45M.

LOT 36: 1TON GIS ELECTRIC HOIST MDL EXASO, MOUNTED ON 1 BEAM PROFILE STRUCTURE, ONLY ONE AXIS MOVEMENT, TRAVEL 3.90M, STRUCTURE DIMENSIONS: SPAM 4.10M, LENGT 4.00M, HEIGHT 3.45M.

LOT 39: CM MDL LODESTAR 1TON ELECTRIC CHAIN HOIST WITH BRIDGE CRANE FRAME.

LOT 144: WAREHOUSE PALLET RACKING SYSTEM, TO INCLUDE: 174EA TEARDROP STYLE UPRIGHTS, ALL UPRIGHT ARE 20FT HEIGHT BY 44IN WIDTH, COLUMN SIZE 3.5IN BY 1.75IN; 990 CROSS BEAMS, ALL CROSS BEAMS ARE 9FT LENGTH BY 4IN HEIGHT BY 2IN WIDTH; 3960EA PALLETS SUPPORT BARS; 174EA STEEL UPRIGHT LEG PROTECTOR

LOT 43: DIMATRA MDL DCC-160 MANUAL CARDBOARD CENTER CUTTER

LOT 45: APPLETON MDL S200 SEMI-AUTOMATIC CARDBOARD CORE CUTTER

LOT 45: APPLETON MDL S1010 SEMI-AUTOMATIC CARDBOARD CORE CUTTER

LOT 104: NORDMECCANICA GROUP MDL SUPERSIMPLEX SL 1500 LAMINATING MACHINE

LOTS 117-121: HUDSON-SHARP WICKETER RIGHT HAND BAG MACHINE

LOTS 10-23: ENTEC MDL 700E, ELECTRONIC SCALE, CAPACITY 500 KG., PLATFORM SIZE 90 X 90CM.